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	Emerging Topics in Computer Vision (IMSC Press Multimedia Series), 9780131013667 (0131013661), Prentice Hall, 2004
The topics in this book were handpicked to showcase what we consider to be exciting and promising in computer vision. They are a mix of more well-known and traditional topics (such as camera calibration, multi-view geometry, and face detection), and newer ones (such as vision for special effects and tensor voting framework). All have the common denominator of either demonstrated longevity or potential for endurance in computer vision, when the popularity of a number of areas have come and gone in the past.

The book is organized into three sections, covering various fundamentals, applications, and programming aspects of computer vision. 

The fundamentals section consists of four chapters. Two of the chapters deal with the more conventional but still popular areas: camera calibration and multi-view geometry. They deal with the most fundamental operations associated with vision. The chapter on robust estimation techniques will be very useful for researchers and practitioners of computer vision alike. There is also a chapter on a more recent tool (namely the tensor voting framework) developed that can be customized for a variety of problems.

The applications section covers two more recent applications (imagebased lighting and vision for visual effects) and three in more conventional areas (image seach engines, face detection and recognition, and perceptual interfaces).

One of the more overlooked area in computer vision is the programming aspect of computer vision. While there are generic commercial packages that can be used, there exists popular libraries or packages that are specifically geared for computer vision. The final section of the book describes two different approaches to facilitate programming for computer vision.
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PowerPoint 2007: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
 Like every other application in Microsoft Office suite, PowerPoint is loaded with features. So many, in fact, that even veterans don't know where to find them all. Microsoft solved this problem in PowerPoint 2007 by redesigning the user interface with a tabbed toolbar that makes features easy to locate and use. PowerPoint 2007...


		

Trust in Epistemology (Routledge Studies in Trust Research)Routledge, 2019

	
		Trust is fundamental to epistemology. It features as theoretical bedrock in a broad cross-section of areas including social epistemology, the epistemology of self-trust, feminist epistemology, and the philosophy of science. Yet epistemology has seen little systematic conversation with the rich literature on trust itself. This volume...



		

The Edge of Life: Human Dignity and Contemporary Bioethics (Philosophy and Medicine / Catholic Studies in Bioethics)Springer, 2005


	The Edge of Life: Human Dignity and Contemporary Bioethics treats a number of

	distinct moral questions and finds their answer in the dignity of the person, both as

	an agent and as a patient (in the sense of the recipient of action). Characteristically

	one’s view of the human being ultimately shapes one’s outlook on...




	

Windows Phone 8 Development InternalsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Drill into Windows Phone 8 design and architecture—and learn best practices for building a variety of applications. Led by two senior members of the core Windows Phone Developer Platform team, you'll learn the underlying technology that will help you build better apps. Each chapter focuses on a single Windows Phone building...



		

53: Scientific Foundations of Clinical Practice: Part I, An Issue of Pediatric Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	In the last decade, the delineation of the human genome and the development of high throughput genomics and proteomics have transformed the practice of Pediatrics. The study of normal childhood growth and development, and pediatric diseases now focuses on the delineation of normal and abnormal gene expression, resultant cellular and organ...


		

The Prehistory of Language (Studies in the Evolution of Language)Oxford University Press, 2009
'When, why, and how did language evolve?' 'Why do only humans have language?' This book looks at these and other questions about the origins and evolution of language. It does so via a rich diversity of perspectives, including social, cultural, archaeological, palaeoanthropological, musicological, anatomical, neurobiological, primatological, and...
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